
“How  Could  Jesus  Take  Our
Sins on Himself If God Cannot
Tolerate Sin?”
How was it that Jesus, considering He is fully God, and God is
not able to have sin anywhere near Him, can take all of our
sins on Himself? Having trouble wrapping my mind around this.
I  fully  believe  what  Jesus  did,  however,  this  is  a  bit
confusing for me.

Great question.

You are operating with a misunderstanding common to a LOT of
people, that “God is not able to have sin anywhere near Him.”
That’s not true. First, consider Job 1, where the Holy Spirit
pulls back the curtain on heaven and we see Satan striding
confidently into heaven’s throne room. God allowed the most
evil of creatures access to Himself. Second, consider the
incarnation, where the Son wrapped Himself in human flesh and
entered the sin-filled world where he was literally surrounded
by nothing but sinful people His entire earthly existence.

I think it’s helpful to look at Habakkuk 1:13, where the
prophet writes, “Your eyes are too pure to look on evil; you
cannot tolerate wrongdoing.” This is Habakkuk’s perspective on
God, but it is not teaching doctrine. We know from Job 1 that
while He is pure, it does not prevent Him from looking on
evil. We also know that God is so longsuffering, He does
tolerate wrongdoing. He just won’t tolerate it forever.

Does this help remove the obstacle to acknowledging that the
Holy One can take all our sin into and onto Himself while on
the  cross?  Even  without  fully  understanding  what  a  deep
mystery it is?

Blessing you,
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Sue Bohlin

Thanks so much for getting back to me and yes that helped and
yes it is very deep and mind boggling. And what is it that
they say? To completely understand something like that we
would then have the mind of God, right?
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